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CONTENTS EXPLAINED INSIDE THE CHAPTER

 m Indian Currency (page 76)
 m Conversion of Rupees and Paise (pages 76–77)
 m Operations on Money (pages 78–80)
 m Importance of Bill (page 79)

TEACHING AIDS

All denominations of notes and coins used in the Indian currency, play money and pictures of 
toys and stationery items

TEACHING STRATEGY

 m First, the teacher should discuss about the exchange of Indian notes and coins with the 
students. Then, she should ask them to complete the task given under ‘Let Us Recall’.

m She should also explain them how to read and write the amount of Indian currency.
 m Further, she should teach them the conversion of rupees into paise and paise into rupees. For 

text and exercise, she should go to pages 76–77.
 m Thereafter, the teacher should discuss about the situations where the students need to add, 

subtract or multiply the amount of money. For text and exercise, she should go to pages 78–80.
 m Moreover, she should explain them about the bill or cash memo and go to pages 81–82 where 

activities under life skills and Maths Lab Activity are mentioned.

2Money

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES
The students will
	m convert their notes and coins into other denominations.
m know the conversion of rupees and paise.
m understand how to add, subtract or multiply the amount of 

money.
m know the value of money in day-to-day life.
m understand the importance of bill in shopping.

LESSON PLAN
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EXPECTED LEARNING OUTCOMES

Students are able to
 m understand several combinations of notes or coins in exchange of a bigger note/coin.
 m explain rupees and paise and can express the amount of money using a dot ( . ).
 m convert rupees into paise and paise into rupees.
 m use the basic operations for calculating the amount of money.
 m understand the importance of money in their life.
 m prepare a bill and check whether the bill is correct for their shopping.


